
 

 

IMPORTING PRODUCTS  

When importing products it is important to determine who is responsible for paying for customs clearance 

fees and import duties. Unless the order is shipped “Delivered Duty Paid (DDP)” the University is 

responsible for clearance of products through customs and payments of duties, as applicable. Refer to the 

Inco Terms Summary on the back of this page or at https://businessservices.wiscweb.wisc.edu/wp-

content/uploads/sites/546/2019/03/INCO-Responsibility.png to see what payments the University may be 

responsible for when importing products.  

The University does not have a logistics department that handles customs clearance, so we have contracted 

with two companies to have power of attorney to provide customs clearance services. They are UPS for the 

products they transport and Scarbrough for everything else. While our preference is to have all imported 

products cleared through these two companies, other freight companies can clear shipments up to $2,500. 

For this reason the preference is for all orders for imported products over $2,500 to be purchased using a 

requisition and purchase order (PO), so the appropriate importing language and vendor instructions can be 

added to the PO. If you choose to use your pcard for best judgement import purchases between $2,500 and 

$5,000, you will need to identify what carrier will be transporting the shipment and if anyone other than 

UPS, the vendor will need to be told to contact Scarbrough to coordinate customs clearance. 

Please refer to Purchasing Policy and Procedure #20 (PPP20) at 

https://businessservices.wisc.edu/documents/importing-and-exporting-goods-and-services-ppp20/ for 

detailed information on importing products, ordering department’s responsibilities, required forms and 

contact information for the two companies providing these services. 

Common pitfalls when the right process is not followed up front include products getting stuck at customs 

for a prolonged period of time. This can result in sensitive items or products needing ice deteriorating while 

waiting to be cleared. Daily storage charges of items not cleared immediately may also be charged. Import 

duties that the University is exempt from are paid. 

The cost of freight, custom clearance charges and any applicable customs duties or fees should be 

considered and compared with the cost to buying a comparable product in the US. Importing costs will be 

charged to the ordering department. 

For purchasing services abroad and/or questions about importing products to the US contact the agent 

responsible for your department. Refer to the purchasing staff directory at 

https://businessservices.wisc.edu/about/purchasing-services/.  

For shipping tools and useful information check out https://www.scarbrough-intl.com/shipping-tools/.  

For exporting questions contact the Export Control Office at https://research.wisc.edu/integrity-and-other-

requirements/export-control/policies-and-compliance/.  

 

  

Purchasing Services (608) 262-1526 

purch@bussvc.wisc.edu https://businessservices.wisc.edu/purchasing/ 
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